Cavitation inception in the near field of turbulent shear layers occurs along secondary quasi-streamwise vortices developing between the primary spanwise vortices. To observe these incepting structures and understand the flow conditions under which they form, the present paper compares the flow statistics to results of high speed imaging performed in the shear layer behind a backward facing step. Simultaneous top and side imaging captures the location and spatial arrangement of the cavitating structures at varying cavitation indices. Two-dimensional PIV measurements characterize the mean velocity and Reynolds stress profiles, for Reynolds numbers in the separating boundary layer of Reτ = 807, 1504, 2345. Being concentrated within the quasi-streamwise strings, the cavitation events are preferentially located in the near field of the shear layer, where the unsteady flow is dominated by coherent structures, upstream of the peaks in turbulence level. They move more upstream with increasing Re and decreasing pressure. Furthermore, the probability of cavitation increases by 3-5 times when the velocity is increased from 10.5 to 16 m/s. These indicate that the pressure fluctuation peaks causing the cavitation do not follow the same trends as the Reynolds stresses which collapse when scaled by the freestream velocity.
Introduction
Cavitation, being one of the fundamental phenomena that affect the efficiency, noise, and life expectancy of hydrodynamic devices, has been studied extensively throughout the last century. However, much of the basic mechanisms that lead to the inception of cavitation, the growth rate of cavities and their coupling with the surrounding flow, is yet to be understood; especially for cases involving turbulent shear flows. Previous studies, e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] , have shown that the cavitation inception index typically increases with Reynolds number. Furthermore, while the inception process is intermittent, depending on the distributions of nuclei and low-pressure sites, cavitation appears in quasi streamwise vortices at higher ambient pressures compared to events occurring in the larger spanwise vortices. Hence, the elongated vortices developing between the spanwise structures must have lower core pressure in spite of their much lower strength. The location and the number of these axial vortices vary, but they migrate upstream with increasing Reynolds number and have preferred spanwise locations [5] . Little is known about the location and strength of these structures, hence, data that would enable prediction of cavitation inception in them is still lacking. More recent work [6, 7] on turbulence-cavitation interactions have focused at developed stages of cavitation. The aim of this study is to characterize the structure of early phases of cavitation in a shear layer developing downstream of a backward facing step and relate it to the local flow and turbulence fields. It is the first step in an effort to relate the pressure field and nuclei distributions on cavitation inception.
Experimental set-up
The experiments have been conducted in a water tunnel facility described in [8] . It has a 63.5×50.8 mm test section and a maximum velocity of 18 m/s. The flow is driven by a pair of centrifugal pumps located 5 m below the test section and passes through a 1000-liter buffer tank before entering the settling chamber leading to the test section. The geometry used to generate a free shear layer downstream of a backward-facing step is illustrated in figure 1. The step height is 10 mm, and the expansion ratio is 1.19. The shape of the nozzle is a fifth-order polynomial to ensure that the curvature is nearly zero at both ends to prevent undesirable pressure gradients. Grooves machined at bottom of the entrance to the test section are used for tripping the boundary layer, ensuring that all the present tests are performed when the separating boundary layer is turbulent. Two-dimensional PIV is used for characterizing the flow field without cavitation, from the boundary layer all the way to the reattachment region. The flow is seeded with 2 µm silver-coated glass particles, the light sheet is generated
